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Tmnt mutant madness dimension level

Fans of Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and Michaelangelo should check out TMNT: Mutant Madness, a game that combines collected units, air buildings, and online fights while the hero half-seashells in different dimensions to save the world. TMNT: Mutant Madness is far from being the first young Tortoise Ninja Mutant
Turtles for mobile devices. However, it is the first one for Congressgate, which is also the Publisher behind Money to make game Idle Capitalism adventure, drawing based on four Battle Animation throwdown, and RPG Batlehand's adventure, among many other popular mobile games. TMNT: Mutant Madness features
simple but deep mechanics, with various modes that make sure you're always having something to do. With a crazy and engaging story, players will keep coming back to the game to upgrade their heroes and timing, progress across the levels, and find out what's happening to the Young Tourtles Mutant Ninja Turtles.
Below, we'll share with you a bunch of tips, chairs and strategies for TMNT: Mutant Madness in a complete beginner's guide, so make sure you stick with us to find out how to dominate your enemies and save the world! 1. Upgrade Your Hero like with any game Hero collected, one of your main priorities at TMNT: Mutant
Madness is to keep upgrading your team so that you can keep moving forward. Without doing so, your character will never be able to beat the increasingly powerful enemies that you'll encounter in adventure, the game's story mode, and the competitive teams of Clash Dimensions, playing the game vs. the main way to
power up your character is using Ooze, which is a currency in game-game to get from stage beats , fill requests, and chest openings. You can pass Ooze to level up your hero, and more Ooze is required as you raise a character's level. Your chance to win TMNT battles: Mutant Madness is higher when you have a full
team over five, which means that instead of focusing all your Ooze makes one overpowered hero, he'd better upgrade your selected team to five at similar levels. The game generously gives players the chance to acquire new heroes, but even so you shouldn't hold back on spending Ooze to level up your team right now.
You might think of keeping some Ooze in your inventory so that you can imagine bringing a newly acquired hero to higher levels. However, it's a better choice to power up your team so you can keep moving to step into Adventure, instead of waiting for an indefinite time to find a specific hero on who you'll spend all the
Ooze on. Another way to leverage the power of your team is by equipped them with the best items in your inventory. If you see an exclamation point on the equipment icon when looking at your hero, this means that there is a possible equipment upgrade for this character. All you need to do is tap on the Equip All
equipped button that heroes and the best items possible that you have in your inventory. 2. Choose yours TMNT: Mutant Madness is not only all about improving heroes though, as you'll also need to make a decision on which heroes to upgrade. While it's possible, albeit time-consuming, to level up all your characters,
the best option is to focus on improving the five heroes that will make up your main team. To help you decide on who should compose your team, you should learn about the roles given to each hero. Each hero has two roles, which can be seen in tap on the icon of the Hero screen. While you have the freedom to mix and
match heroes to form your most efficient team, one of the best set-ups is to have a tank with at least two tricks. This will allow tanks to absorb damage and tricks to disable enemies, giving your other hero time to dry out their opponents. This set-up is also particularly effective against fighting boss, especially teams with
three tricks, as once the weakest haters are defeated, your team will be able to render the boss unable to do any action while you white away from the total lives. The Heroes of TMNT: Mutant Madness range from 1-star hero to 5-star, and extra copies of characters contribute to raising a hero's star. Heroes and higher
stars should choose to join your team on those with lower stars, as they will have better stats even if they are at a lower level. Lastly, while you'll spend most of your time in adventure mode, you'll eventually unlock Clash's dimensions, which will let you fight against the teams in other TMNT: Mutant Madness players. Your
team in this mode, however, may be different from your go-to team in adventure mode. You might not need that many tricks, for example, as you may want to go with heroes who deal with multiple haters at once, or heroes who face significant damage instantly take the opponent's tank No. 3. Activate Hero Drive
Whenever Possible So You Can Quickly Choose The Heroes That Will Make Up Your Team, You Should Have Several Characters In Your Collection. The main way of acquiring heroes in TMNT: Mutant Madness is to the Hero drive, which you can access by typing the Find More Hero button in the Hero screen. The
Hero Drive uses up different kinds of Bits Heroes, depending on the number of stars for your calling hero. Hero Bits for Heroes 4 - Stars are harder to come by compared to hero bits for 2-star heroes, but there's no reason for you to delay new resume units every time you have the chance. Always check if there is an
exclamation point on the Find More Hero button, which means that you have enough hero bits to call a new hero. Getting duplicates of a hero that you already have is not a waste, as extra copy will increase a character's dimension level and will eventually raise the stars. This will improve their stats and give your team a
better chance at winning battles. 4. How to Win battles to win battles at TMNT: Mutant Madness, whether in adventure or in Conflicts, heroes you need in appropriate places during fighting. At the center should be your tank, so that it can receive the most attention from the opponent's stronger unit, who is still in the same
position. Attacking your long-range tricks should be at the back of the training, and it is an added bonus if they are your tricks, as your other team members will protect them so they can disturb your foe for a while. With the proper scoring and sufficient improvements, you should be able to keep winning battles while Auto
Mode is activated. If you keep losing, it's worth a shot to try manually providing commands, allowing you to choose your hero's skills target. To do this, tap and hold onto a character icon at the bottom once skill masters are full, then slide your finger to the opponent that you want your hero to target. 5. Focus Improvement
Lair On Collecting Ooze One of the benefits provided by Lair of TMNT: Mutant Madness is its production of valuable resources, namely Ooze, Scrap, and Hero bits. Scrap is the material used to upgrade the rooms of the lair, so you should first find the level of the Scrapor Collect room high enough to be generated a good
amount. You'll also be able to find the completed mission scrap, so there's more than one source of the material. The main focus of Lair's improvements, however, should be on the Ooze Refineriry. This is because Ooze is the gate material of the game – how much Ooze you've actured and spends is directly related to
how far you can go in TMNT: Mutant Madness. The research lab and advanced lab, which creates 2-star hero bits and 3-star hero bits, respectively, might also use some improvements, but low yields are even at higher levels making them unreliable sources for bits heroes. It is nice to have room that makes these
materials, but it is faster to find the unnecessary hero bits to activate the Hero drive from other methods. 6. Hoard Rewards You will get rewards from full stage in Adventure mode, but the most lucrative rewards will come from accomplishing the objectives displayed at the top of the screen, demand Season Pass, and
participate in the events. Most of the game's goals and the seasonal demand can actually get while you normally play the game, including accomplishments in beating certain stages and participating in dimension fighter, for example. There are also goals to upgrade a hero at certain levels, which you should not reach for
when it is still difficult to do so. You can end up with an overpowered character in a weak team, for a reward that won't make up for the effort of pulling up a hero's level. The Economics events at TMNT: Mutant Madness also allows you to rack up points to spend in-game resources, which is another reason to not hold
back from using Ooze and draft to make improvements. It takes a while before you can reward them, but Events offers great bonuses if you can make it to the highest sorting. Another source The Box is free daily with the Radical Tier Box. The free daily mailbox provides improved rewards for every claim that you claim,
up to six tickets, and it takes an increasingly longer time between each clock. You should always check whether the next level of claim is ready for claim, as you should claim all claims within 24 hours or anything your progress will be reset without receiving all the possible rewards. The Radical Tier box works in a similar
way, but instead of providing free rewards and restore every day, it requires you to spend an increasing number of Gems to move up their levels. Gems are TMNT: Madness Mutant' premium money, and outside of the last tier of the free daily Box and the season pay Pass, it is very rare to get into the game. You should
have enough Gems at the start of the game to buy the first tier though, which you should do so right away to unlock Michaelgelo, a powerful tricks that can hunt several opponents at a time. Lastly, don't forget to check your inventory, accessible to the menu screen, for Ooze Canisters and Draft Piles. These are intake
items that give you Ooze and your draft equivalent of your Lair production over a certain number of hours. You should still use them right away, but only after spending the entire draft that you have to upgrade your Ooze Refinery and collect draft. 7. Take offer to watch TMNT ads: Mutant Madness is an ad-supported
game, and you will receive various bonuses whenever you choose to watch them. The option to watch ads will appear in Lair for 2-star Hero Bits and after battle for extra rewards. You can also watch ads in the 2X icon of the adventure screen for additional rewards and lair output, which you can stack up to six times by
watching six ads so that the bonus will last for a full 24 hours. Watching the 30-second announcements are not a requirement, but the bonuses that they provide will be incredibly helping with improving your heroes and rooms. If you have the time, always take the offer to look at announcements when they appear. 8. Take
a break when you lose when you hit a wall at TMNT: Mutant Madness, and your team is unable to beat the actual stages of adventure mode after spending all your Ooze upgrade your heroes, you have limited options. You can wait for the rewards from Clash Dimensions and Events, you can collect all the remarks in the
free daily box, and you can check your inventory if you have Ooze Canisters, to see if you can make your hero strong enough to win. The most reliable way to break through this wall, however, is through Your Ooze to Ooze Refinery. In addition to upgrading the room by spending scrap, you can also join a clan in the Clan
Hall, also in the air, to increase your speed of your Ooze production. This means that you need to take a break from TMNT: Mutant Madness and wait for lair to collect a significant amount of Ooze, which you can then use to power up your hero. Hopefully that's enough to move into adventure mode, but if it doesn't, can
keep waiting more hours in Ooze production until you are finally able to claim victory. And that's wrapped our beginner's guide to TMNT: Mutant Madness. Do you know of any other tips or tricks for the game, which we have not mentioned in this guide? If so, feel free to release us a line in the comments! Comment!
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